Leg 28 from Ventimiglia to Sanremo (via Seborga)
Total length

26.94 Km

Hiking time

10h

Cumulative elevation gain

1081 m

Uphill percentage

38%

Downhill percentage

44%

Percentage of hike on natural earth

36.8%

Percentage of hike on asphalt

63%

Percentage of hike on paved surface

0.2%

Total length

0%

General description:
From the centre of Ventimiglia the Sentiero Liguria reaches the interesting Archaeological sites of Nervia
and Vallecrosia. From here you gradually abandon the inhabited areas by walking up the hull Colle Aprosio
towards San Biagio della Cima and Vallebona. After some ups and downs you will reach the centre of
Seborga from where the itinerary continues for a long section on a dirt road that crosses the Site of
Community Importance of Monte Nero, before descending to Ospedaletti Alta and Coldirodi, to continue
until Sanremo.

Description of the itinerary:
Follow the promenade of Ventimiglia in its whole length, walking out Passeggiata Oberdan, Passeggiata
Cavallotti and Passeggiata Trento e Trieste. Cross the bridge on the Nervia Stream, which is a Conservation
Area of European Interest. Turn left and then right on Via 25 Aprile.
Bare left on the roundabout, taking Via Braie, to turn right immediately after, following the indication Colle
Aprosio, near the Highway. The trail climbs the Santa Croce promontory until a height of 240 m circa. Walk
down until a height of 200 m, where the trail joins a paved path, continuing towards San Biagio della Cima,
at 1.2 km distance. Near a farm and restaurant, continue straight on until Via Annunziata that you will have
to follow to reach the centre of the hamlet.
Walk down towards Vallebona, following Strada Sanfrerian first, and secondary roads through the farmed
terraces after, until those join the road Strada Banchi that will lead you to Madonna della Neve. From the
hamlet, follow the road towards Seborga, passing Fascia Piana. Seborga offers different places for a break
and drinking fountain on the main square, besides different bars and restaurants. From Madonna della
Neve, the itinerary continues 2.5 km on the Provincial Road SP57 until Seborga. Cross the hamlet and
continue north-eastwards along the road SP57.
After crossing the Sacco Stream, the route continues on a well-marked wide dirt road (Route of Santiago de
Compostela). The road becomes a coastal trail, at an average height of 400 m, that offers a beautiful view
over Ospedaletti on one side and Vallecrosia on the other side. The trail soon enters the lush vegetation of
the SIC of Monte Nero. After a descent the trail meets again the well-marked Route of Santiago de
Compostela, near the bridge on the highway.
The trail turns into a small road. After crossing the highway, you will start seeing the baroque Sanctuary of
N.S. delle Porrine of Ospedaletti.
This last is located on Strada delle Porrine near a farm and restaurant. Passed the sanctuary, continue on
Strada San Pietro di Ponente until Strada Noci and take Via Ospedaletti in direction Coldirodi. After circa
800 metres you will reach the Rambaldi Gallery of the museum Villa Luca di Coldirodi. Cross the village
following Via Sanremo and continue on Strada alla Colla.
The itinerary ends after circa 3 km and a descend of 240 m, at the bottom of Via della Colla joining the
crossroads between Corso G. Marconi and Corso Matuzia (this last section is marked as “Via della Costa”).

